acni puranam.
in the abovesaid thread with the Mantra of weapon.
Then he should draw it into his own heart, by repealing
the Hrid-Mantra coupled with the term Svaha in the end;
and lodge the same In his own soul, by repeating the Mantra
of the soul, preceded by the Astra Mantra, and followed by
the term namas'; the Mantra thus formed, would'read as
11 Om, Ham, Ham, Ham, obeisance to the soul (AtmanS
namas). Then I the union of the god and the goddess
should be brought.about; and the seed of soul should be
cast into the womb of the goddess Vagishvari, by exhibiting
the Udbhavamudra from the left; the Mantra being "Om,
Ham, Ham, Ham, obeisance to the soul." The Hrid-Mantra
should be repeated for endowing the soul-child, as it were,
with a distinct form and shape. The postnatal ceremony
of the above child, should be performed by uttering the
Siras-Mantra. Its possession should be determined by
repeating the Shikha-Mantra, its objects of enjoyment
being offered with the essence of the Mantra of armour.
**        r
The component principles of the new-born soul-child, should
be purified^ by uttering the Hrid*Mantra; and the rite of
Garbhadhana should be done unto him as before. Hundred
ob&tions [should be offered with the Mantra of Release,
for unloosening, as it were, the bonds of the world, Tbtts
having unfettered the disciple, the preceptor should cot fhe
thread with a knife, over which the Kala-Mantras had been re-
peated; the Mantra of weapon having been repeated hundred
times before that. The Kala-Mantra which should be repeated
on the occasion, being " Om, Hrim ;:> the noose having been
made permeated with the beatitude of Pratistba. Hun Put.
Then 'the noose or the thread, described above, should be
g&tored up in a knot, by repeating the Mantra of weapon as
described in the preceiKa^^apter, then placed in the cavity
of th$,sacrificial laddie, full o^ clarified butter, and cast into
the fee with an oblation. The Kalastra Mantra-should bfe
ret* cm the latter occasion, and fire oblations stould fee

